Laytime

The amount of time the ship is expected to be in port, mainly for loading and discharging the cargo, is agreed upon, and
this is known as laytime. Should.This additional freight is commonly known as 'demurrage'. Bimco's definition of
demurrage is: 'an agreed amount payable to the Owner in respect of delay to the vessel beyond the laytime, for which the
Owner is not responsible.Laydays - Days allowed by the shipowner to the voyage charterer or Bill of Lading holder in
which to load and / or discharge the cargo. See also laytime.Definition of Laytime: The time allowed by the shipowner
to the charterer or shipper in which to load or discharge the cargo. May be expressed in days or hours.Most voyage
charterparties make the commencement of laytime conditional on the tender of a valid notice of readiness. If the notice
is invalid, then in the.Laytime and demurrage continues to be a constant source of disagreement. Misinterpretation of
charter party clauses and the laytime calculation itself can be a.The amount of time specified as allowable in a shipping
charter contract for loading and unloading of cargo. Demurrage is incurred if the laytime is exceeded .Laytime. This
expression means the agreed period of time (in days or in hours) during which the shipowner makes the vessel available
to the charterer for.Laytime calculation is required for determining whether on completion of loading or discharge
operations despatch is payable to the charterers.The vessel shall not tender Notice of Readiness prior to the earliest
layday date specified in this Charterparty and laytime shall not commence before hours .In a recent London Arbitration
Case[1], the owners claimed a balance of demurrage of US$, due to delays caused by bad stowage and.Timesheets and
Laytime calculation. After a fixture has been made and the vessel has commenced performance of the charter,
"post-fixture activities" become.laytime (countable and uncountable, plural laytimes). In commercial shipping, the
amount of time specified in a charter party for a vessel's loading and unloading.This course focuses on the fundamental
principles which underpin laytime and demurrage and how these principles can be changed quite dramatically by
the.Dry cargo laytime and demurrage. This course focuses on the fundamental principles which underpin laytime and
demurrage and how these principles can be.
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